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Study on a Fatigue Assessment Method for Ship Structures Considering the 
Stochastic Characteristics of the Whipping Vibration 
（ホイッピング振動の統計的性質を考慮した船体構造部材の疲労強度評価法に関する

研究） 

Abstract of Thesis 

Nowadays, hydro-elastic ship hull vibration (whipping) becomes more important for large container ships due 

to the decrease of ship hull’s natural frequencies, which might increase the fatigue damage in fatigue 

sensitive detail. Many researchers reported the increase in the fatigue damage evaluated by RainFlow Cycle 

Counting (RFCC) due to whipping, but the validity of RFCC for those stress waveforms has not been fully 

verified yet. The characteristics of whipping vibration can be simulated by Non-Linear Hydro-Elasticity 

Analyses (NLHEA). The validity of RFCC should be examined by carrying out fatigue tests with stress 

histories which emulate the characteristics of the simulated whipping vibration. For these tests, it is needed 

to develop a fatigue testing apparatus which can apply whipping superimposed stress waveform in high speed 

and low cost. The objectives of this study are: the clarification of the characteristics of whipping waveform; 

the development of a fatigue testing system for whipping superimposed loadings; and the verification of RFCC 

for those cases. The thesis is composed of six chapters, as follows: 

Chapter 1 briefly gives a background on the fatigue assessment of ship structures, uncertainties in fatigue life 

prediction, the actual procedures for fatigue testing of ship’s welded joints and their challenges. A review of 

literatures on the whipping vibration and the wave environmental description is also conducted. The challenges, 

objective and structure of this thesis are also addressed. 

Chapter 2 describes preliminary methodologies and theories of RFCC, NLHFA, weather routing, and storm 

wave load modeling. These are the basic background of the works in this doctoral thesis.  

Chapter 3 presents a description of the assumptions and calculation conditions for a series of NLHEA. Further, 

with the aim to select the short term sea state for the NLHEA simulations, the effect of the weather routing on 

the fatigue cumulative damage is examined by a storm model simulation. 

Chapter 4 shows a detail description of the proposed methodology for slamming and whipping prediction. As 

results, the characteristics of whipping waveform experienced by the target ship, which follows weather routing, 

can be simplified as a) the slamming impact occurs once in every 4 to 5 primary wave (PW) cycles; b) the 

maximum stress range due to slamming impact can be comparable to the PW stress range; c) the whipping 

superimposed waveform shows approximately similar waveform regardless of significant wave height. Based 

on these results, the ‘reference whipping superimposed waveform’ has been proposed. 

Chapter 5 provides detail information about fatigue testing experiments. An electric exciter (EE)-driven plate 

bending vibration (PBV) fatigue testing machine, which can apply various whipping loads is newly developed. 

The developed machine can apply the ‘reference waveform’ to out-of-gusset welded joint specimens with good 

linearity between load and strain at high speed. It is found that the fatigue life of welded joints subject to 

constantly and intermittently whipping superimposed loadings can be predicted with fair accuracy by RFCC. It 

is also shown that RFCC leads to conservative estimates, and it is likely that the fatigue damage up to the 

failure of intermittently superimposed cases is larger than that of constantly superimposed cases under 

conditions chosen. 

Chapter 6 summarizes the contributions and major findings of the study. Suggestions for future work are also 

given.  
 




